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How old was I when I started riding? 

I have always ridden, there are pictures of me a few days old sitting on a horse with my mom, however I 
started to become passionate about it at 12 years old  

Where did I ride and was I a good student? 

My parents had a barn in Edmonton and I had a pony there, not going to lie I was not a good student 
with my parents! I would not listen what so ever! However Ann Laing and Shannon Matthews could 
teach me and I listened pretty good to them :)  

When did I start showing?  

I started showing at the age of 6 at some of the local shows in Edmonton 

Did you always want to be a pro? 

Yes of course, I want to fallow in my mothers footsteps!  

Do you get nervous? 

Yes sometimes, I definitely get more nervous when my moms coaching me! She amazing but she's gets 
nervous like any parent does and I feed off of her nerves! 

What do you do to get over your nerves? 

Norman Dello Joyo told me once that the only person you can control and the only person you can be 
better than is yourself! That ultimate helped me relax and settle, I have lived by that since he told me 
that. That really helps me to remember that it's okay and that nerves are apart of the experience  

What would you do if I didn't ride?  

Gymnastics or dance! I used to do both and I loved them! If I didn't ride I would definitely be a gymnast 
or a dancer  

When did I buy my first horse?  

Oh boy! On a trip to Germany in the winter of 2014 by dad came across a little bay gelding named 
Safino! He was my first horse and I learned so much from him  

What horses do you have know? What are they like?  

I have 3, Siempre Salsa, Tinkerbell and Malbec  

There all different characters but they are so lovable and different! Salsa was a gift come true! She took 
me to Young Riders in 2017 and I definitely am thankful to have her! Tinkerbell is a home bread and is 
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a super fun young horse that I'm really excited to see where she goes! Malbec was bought as a yearling 
in Argentina when my mom was on the team and he became this incredible jumper that my mom has 
been developing for me! I'm really exciting for the upcoming season with him  

Do you have an advice?  

Yes, I have 2 pieces of advice never give up! Keep working at it! Be the girl that works hard and spends 
time with her horse and values those moments! In the end it comes down to who works the hardest not 
who buys the fanciest! Hard work and determination wins in the end! The other piece of advice would 
be to always be kind, this sport is hard enough, being a friendly face can always put a smile on 
someone's face on a hard day  

What do I do in my free time? 

I mostly hang out with my friend or with my family! With my parents being coaches, I don't have much 
free time! But I do the sports with my parents and friends so I really enjoy it 

What could I not live without? 

I could not live without the support of my friend and family! I have been incredibly blessed to have 
amazing friends and family in this sport and it's been an incredible experience to have such amazing 
people!  

What is your most embarrassing moment? 

• The most embarrassing moment was I was walking the derby at Spruce with my mom and she 
told me to run down the bank! There was a bunch of pros at the bottom of the hill and I ran down 
and about half way down the hill I tripped and slid down the bank while these pros were 
watching! I look over to my mom and she had already left!  

 

Name 3 things people don't know about me? 

• I'm missing a knuckle on my right hand  
• I love reading poems  
• I can do the splits but I can't touch my toes 

 

Describe myself in my 5 words:  

• Athletic, Determined, Passionate, Hard working, Caring 


